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SUMMARY

METHODS: REVERSE 
ENGINEERING A FORECAST

INTRODUCTION

This project contributes to research on forecasting and related futures research. 

It examines Unilever’s forecast for the year 1984, Britain 1984, published in 1963. Unusually rich and data-driven for contemporary 
forecasts, Unilever predicted the future of technology, energy, transport, demography, consumer goods, social behaviours, and 
more. The future of technology was a particular focus.

This project located historical data from 1984 to verify what Unilever got right and wrong and contributes to our ongoing efforts to 
improve forecasting. In line with prior research (Weatherburn, 2017), we conclude that Unilever overestimated rates of change, that 
their forecast structure was particularly risk-prone (having prioritised technological change), and that we must attempt to ensure 
data architecture considers historical shifts underway, requiring new classification systems.

Keywords: forecasting, futures, strategy, sustainability, business ethics, ESG.

Forecasting and futures thinking is everywhere. Weather, climate, economics, technology, demography, health, and many more. 
Some investigations into forecasting, futures, and related decision-making have become bestsellers (Toffler, 1970; Taleb, 2007; 
Kahneman, 2011; Tetlock and Gardner, 2016). Fashions in forecasting come and go but the sector is consistently influential. Govern-
ments, organisational management, and individuals all rely on them to manage daily activity, plan for future risk and make impor-
tant, sometimes expensive, decisions (Gordon, 2009; Flyvbjerg, 2017). Moreover, given the expansive nature of forecasting activity, 
we are beginning to realise that forecasting has a long and rich history (Andersson, 2012; Friedman, 2013; Beckert, 2016; Pietruska, 
2017; Andersson, 2018; Andersson, 2019; Weatherburn, 2020). 

Connected, there are claims that forecasts are unreliable (Heffernan, 2020). As Kahneman (2011: 219), put it, ‘People who spend their 
time, and earn their living, studying a particular topic produce poorer predictions than dart throwing monkeys’. But we do not know 
if all forecasts have been equally reliable or unreliable. We also lack a benchmark of reliability. As Andersson (2012) has noted, 
forecasts can be, and have been, already extremely influential, although we lack a retrospective measure of scale or impact. Indeed, 
there are claims that the sector’s lack of analytical rigour in this reflexive historical sense is a critical flaw. As Tetlock and Gardner 
(2016: 14) observed, 

Often forecasts are made and then … nothing. Accuracy is seldom determined after the fact and is almost never done with suffi-
cient regularity and rigor that conclusions can be drawn.

Building on this observation, this study forms part of a wider project which adds historical depth to the forecasting sector. It uses 
historical evidence to verify the forecasts of the past and, in so doing, addresses the concerns which these researchers raise. Back 
to the Future has been designed to offer practical insights into how to do so. 

The principal source for this project was Unilever’s book Britain 1984: Unilever’s Forecast; an Experiment in the Economic History of 
the Future (1963). We are grateful to Professor David Edgerton of King’s College London for bringing this source to our attention. 
Once delivered from Amazon, testing Britain 1984 was, in theory, relatively simple as its authors supplied their data sources and 
those sources have been consistently produced to this day. Most of Unilever’s forecasts drew on the Annual Abstract of Statistics 
series, published by the Central Statistical Office (CSO; now the Office for National Statistics or ONS).

In practice, the Covid-19 pandemic lockdowns of 2020-21 presented novel research challenges. The CSO 1960s, 1970s and 1980s 
datasets onto which Unilever mapped their forecasts are unavailable in digital format so we had to find the paper CSO sources. This 
generally meant studying the CSO Annual Abstract of Statistics (AAS), normally relatively easy, but Covid-19 restrictions prevented 
research visits to libraries. Relevant AAS manuals were obtained from Amazon, Abebooks and Archive.org, plus we studied the 
Board of Trade Journal and CSO UK National Accounts, also known as the ‘Blue Books’, at the Bodleian Library, Oxford University, 
when visits were briefly possible in autumn 2020.
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UNILEVER’S CONTEXT
Unilever officially describes its ‘unique heritage’ as ‘founded on a sense of purpose’; that is, ‘making sustainable living common-
place’ (Unilever, n.d.), and the firm’s long history has become increasingly well-known (Wilson, 1970; Jones, 2005; Jones and Miskell, 
2005; Lewis, 2017). Founded in the late nineteenth century, Unilever expanded considerably after World War Two. Described as an 
‘enormous business in the 1960s’ (Jones, 2005: 5), the decade saw Unilever’s operations and products expand globally. At the same 
time, supermarkets diffused worldwide, product lines expanded, and consumer attitudes converged (Jones, 2005). Given the scale 
and speed of change to Unilever’s target markets, it is unsurprising that the firm became interested in establishing what the future 
may hold.

When Unilever began work on Britain 1984, the futures field was growing strongly (Andersson, 2018) and although Unilever’s 
interest in the topic was not unusual for a large corporation (Shell also became keenly interested – see Cornelius, 2005; Jefferson, 
2012), the scale and scope of Britain 1984 was. In being highly quantitative, Unilever’s study was normal for its time and sought to 
extrapolate future trends from historical datasets. Indeed, some contemporary forecasting projects involved well-known historians 
(Waskow, 1968; Briggs, 1978).

CSO data architecture changed considerably between the 1960s and the 1980s (Ward and Doggett, 1991; Römer, 2020), and so data 
conversion was necessary to allow for comparability. Inflation adjustment was applied to prices, and we factored-in the UK pound’s 
decimalisation in 1971 (which Unilever did not anticipate). When necessary, we converted metrics such as energy yields using 
industry-standard ratios. 

BRITAIN 1984
Britain 1984 was primarily written by the economist Ronald Brech (1915-2012), head of Unilever’s economics and statistics depart-
ment, who pursued a subsequent career in broadcasting and consultancy (Green, 2012). Brech described the project’s purpose, 
geared towards Unilever’s growing need to understand the impact of change, as follows:

The purpose of this experiment was to stimulate imagination by inviting comment and criticism. It makes no pretence at being 
comprehensive. Indeed, it is purposely limited to an economic-sociological forecast of the British consumer based on past and 
present trends and on present indications of scientific, technological and sociological developments in so far as these might affect 
the pattern of consumer expenditure. 

As recorded in Britain 1984, Brech had selected 1984 as it was one generation after the time of writing, as well as the title of George 
Orwell’s famous novel. Britain 1984 was presented in the following order, with the statistical forecasts in an appendix.

1. Technological Changes 
2. Psychological Changes
3. Social Changes
4. Demographic Changes
5. Industry 
6. Economic Development
7. The Domestic Environment
8. Family and Social Life
9. Personal Expenditure
10. And After 1984?

Brech was aware that the study ‘exaggerates new developments’, studying ‘those things that will be regarded as the features of the 
1980s rather than the features of the 1960s’ and that ‘the world will always be a mixture of new and old’. 

One contemporary review by C.T. Saunders (1964) of the National Institute of Economic and Social Research described Britain 1984 
as ‘experiment in prophecy’, which went ‘well beyond the direct interests of even so forward-looking an organization’. Saunders con-
cluded that ‘Brech may or may not be proved right’ but, importantly, ‘an imaginative and skilfully executed forecast’ should prompt 
readers to think what they can do about the future, now.
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CASE 1: UK ENERGY
The history of UK energy in the 1970s and 80s is generally well known: the troubled post-war history of coal partially accounts 
for its relative decline into the 1980s which happened at a slightly faster rate than predicted. Also well-known is the 1974 OPEC oil 
crisis and the discovery of North Sea oil which offset the decline in imports from the Middle East. Despite Unilever’s misplaced pre-
dictions for the future importance of nuclear power, the striking feature of this forecast is its underestimate of the future growth 
of gas from both policy and consumer perspectives. The 1966 discovery of natural gas in the UK Continental Shelf, which, combined 
with the oil and coal problems of the 1970s, led to a relative shift towards gas – hitherto a ‘premium fuel’ - in the later 1970s and 
1980s (Helm, 2003). The 1960s and later also saw a substantial shift from manufactured gas (‘town gas’) to natural gas, coupled with 
a corresponding rise in domestic uses such as central heating boilers (Arapostathis, 2013).
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CASE 2: UK POPULATION
This graph indicates that Unilever based their forecasts on the growing birth rate from the mid-1950s up to the early 1960s. As ONS 
(2015) data show, the birth rate then went into decline, giving rise to ‘Generation X’; relatively small compared to the post-war ‘baby 
boomers’. Unilever’s prediction that British mothers would emulate the young Queen Elizabeth II and have four children did not 
come to pass. Indeed, in retrospect the most curious demographic prediction was that the average marriage age for women would 
decline from the 1960s into the 1980s. Unilever’s rationale was twofold: i) ‘males will out-number females in the vital age-marrying 
groups, and the competition for women will mean that they will tend to get married at younger ages’ and ii) ‘with a rising standard 
of living, and with the aid of hire purchase and endowment insurances, it is much easier (economically) to set up home than in the 
past, and this will obviate the need for the long engagement-cum-saving period’. (Brech, 1963: 19) In reality, the average marriage 
age for both UK men and women has risen almost continuously since the late 1960s (ONS, 2019).
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CASE 3: UK FOOD 
EXPENDITURE
As can be seen, all food categories studied performed the opposite to that predicted. Whereas Unilever saw rising food expenditure 
as an indicator of agricultural productivity and rising living standards, this data masks the rise of processed foods (Unilever studied 
only fresh food, as did the contemporary CSO). The rise of women in the workplace and the decline of men eating lunch at home, 
meshed with the emergence of supermarkets, prepared food, takeaways, and home conveniences. By the end of the 1970s, 95% of 
UK families owned a refrigerator and the prepacked fresh sandwich was launched in 1980 (Marks & Spencer Company Archive, n.d.). 
This led to the decline in formerly staple materials, such as flour, and the rise of convenience foods such as frozen peas (DEFRA, 
2016). The ONS later included these food types in their metrics. 
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CASE 4: UK NON-FOOD 
EXPENDITURE
This heterogenous mixture of items indicates several points. Unilever correctly predicted the rise in purchases of clothes and ap-
pliances, but not the emergence of cheaper, imported electrical goods and clothing, which explains a smaller rise in expenditure on 
these items than anticipated. 

HOUSING

Unilever predicted that by 1984, more than 60% of houses would be owner-occupied; ‘certainly a mark of the rising standard of 
living’ and ‘the creation of a truly mass middle class’. However, the data Unilever presented make it hard to determine the details. 
No mortgage data was presented and housing costs were divided into ‘rents, rates and water charges’ and ‘occupiers’ maintenance 
costs’. Even so, we can glean the general lesson that housing, utilities, and associated costs rose at a faster rate than expected.

DOMESTIC SERVICE

Unilever’s predictions for domestic service combine several debatable assumptions: that domestic appliances lead to an absolute 
reduction in housework (Cowan, 1983), that there would be no major employment shocks in the 1970s or 1980s and that the family 
unit would become more involved in the organisation of the home. As historian Lucy Delap (2012) has studied, despite mid-century 
stereotypes about ‘servantless homes’, the 1970s saw a rise in informal Spanish, Portuguese and Italian domestic workers perform-
ing cleaning and childcare work. This was augmented by further domestic workers, migrant and British-born, in the 1980s as mass 
unemployment restricted employment choices and UK prosperity concentrated into London and the South East of England.
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TECHNOLOGY FORECASTING 
AND THE CASE OF FLYING 
CARS
As Edgerton (2006: x) has discussed, the 1960s was a high-point of innovation-centric futurism. This is evidenced in Britain 1984 in 
three ways: first, that ‘technology’ and ‘technological change’ were taken as synonymous. Second, the fact that technology ranked 
first in Unilever’s forecast structure, with other factors referenced back to this imagined future technology. Third, prominent tech-
nologies within Unilever’s forecast were early sixties futurist classics: nuclear power, space colonies, supersonic flight, and flying 
cars. Unilever wrote about the latter that ‘personal aircraft will be much cheaper to run (mainly because of easier maintenance) and 
will therefore be in much more general use, because with vertical take-off the problem of landing space will be greatly reduced’. 

Flying cars deserve a specific mention due to their appearance in Unilever’s forecast data and so the impact of a misfired technol-
ogy forecast at the core of a larger forecast can be measurably studied. As can be seen, Unilever predicted a large rise in air travel 
into the 1980s, with a corresponding rise in private car licences (from 2.4 million in 1951, 5.5 million in 1960 to 20 million in 1984). 
Based on the assumption that flying cars would be widepsread by 1984, they predicted substantial declines in both rail and road 
journeys. Britain 1984 then predicted the psychological, social, and infrastructure implications of flying cars. Given that the flying 
car was not available by 1984, and is still not available thirty-seven years later (2021), this forecast was by far the most unreliable 
in Britain 1984, and indicates the risks of placing technology forecasts first. The equivalent is relying on demographic forecasts 
without knowing which species humans will give birth to in the future. Relating this to probably the best-known depiction of flying 
cars - the 1980s Back to the Future movie franchise - it seems the future needed roads, after all.

Unilever projection of air passenger numbers Actual air passenger numbers 
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CONCLUSION
In examining Unilever’s Britain 1984 project, Back To The Future has sought to contribute to growing research, including historical 
research, on futures, forecasting and related decision-making. Produced in 1963 to imagine Britain in two decades, Britain 1984 
used CSO and related data to predict the future of technology, energy, transport, demography, consumer goods, social behaviours, 
and more.

Using archival sources and facing novel research challenges due to Covid-19, this study set out to test Unilever’s 1963 forecasts for 
Britain in 1984. We focused on energy, population, household expenditure and transport.

We reached three general conclusions: i) Unilever overestimated rates of future change, ii) in prioritising analysis of technology, 
specifically technological change, Unilever’s forecast structure was particularly risk-prone, and iii) that forecasters should try to 
anticipate upcoming changes in data architecture. Finally, as we concluded in a different study – that of the dotcom boom of the 
late 1990s and early 2000s (Weatherburn, 2017) – decision-makers should aim to adopt a more measured tone and seek to manage 
expectations of forecast users.
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